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Aim: High fraction of scattered radiation in cone-beam CT (CBCT) imaging degrades CT number

accuracy and visualization of low contrast objects. To suppress scatter in CBCT projections, we

developed a focused, two-dimensional antiscatter grid (2DASG) prototype. In this work, we report on

the primary and scatter transmission characteristics of the 2DASG prototype aimed for linac

mounted, offset detector geometry CBCT systems in radiation therapy, and compared its performance

to a conventional one-dimensional ASG (1DASG).

Methods: The 2DASG is an array of through-holes separated by 0.1 mm septa that was fabricated

from tungsten using additive manufacturing techniques. Through-holes’ focusing geometry was

designed for offset detector CBCT in Varian TrueBeam system. Two types of ASGs were evaluated:

(a) a conventional 1DASG with a grid ratio of 10, (b) the 2DASG prototype with a grid ratio of 8.2.

To assess the scatter suppression performance of both ASGs, Scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR) and

scatter transmission fraction (Ts) were measured using the beam stop method. Scatter and primary

intensities were modulated by varying the phantom thickness between 10 and 40 cm. Additionally,

the effect of air gap and bow tie (BT) filter on SPR and Ts were evaluated. Average primary transmis-

sion fraction (TP) and pixel specific primary transmission were also measured for both ASGs. To

assess the effect of transmission characteristics on projection image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), SNR

improvement factor was calculated. Improvement in contrast to noise ratio (CNR) was demonstrated

using a low contrast object.

Results: In comparison to 1DASG, 2DASG reduced SPRs by a factor of 3 to 6 across the range of

phantom setups investigated. Ts values for 1D and 2DASGs were in the range of 21 to 29%, and 5 to

14% respectively. 2DASG continued to provide lower SPR and Ts at increased air gap and with BT

filter. Tp of 1D and 2DASGs were 70.6% and 84.7% respectively. Due to the septal shadow of the

2DASG, its pixel specific primary transmission values varied between 32.5% and 99.1%. With

respect to 1DASG, 2DASG provided up to factor of 1.7 more improvement in SNR across the SPR

range investigated. Moreover, 2DASG provided improved visualization of low contrast objects with

respect to 1DASG and NOASG setups.

Conclusions: When compared to a conventional 1DASG, 2DASG prototype provided noticeably

lower SPR and Ts values, indicating its superior scatter suppression performance. 2DASG also pro-

vided 19% higher average primary transmission that was attributed to the absence of interseptal spac-

ers and optimized grid geometry. Our results indicate that the combined effect of lower scatter and

higher primary transmission provided by 2DASG may potentially translate into more accurate CT

numbers and improved contrast resolution in CBCT images. © 2017 American Association of Physi-

cists in Medicine [https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.12346]
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1. INTRODUCTION

High scattered radiation intensity is one of the major causes

of image quality degradation in flat-panel detector (FPD)

based cone-beam CT (CBCT), which leads to loss of contrast

resolution, reduced CT number accuracy, and scatter induced

image artifacts.1 Two major approaches, commonly known as

scatter rejection and scatter correction methods, have been

heavily investigated in the last decade to address this prob-

lem.2–4 For scatter rejection purposes, antiscatter grids

(ASGs) developed for radiography and fluoroscopy have

been employed in CBCT.5–9 These ASGs consists of a one-

dimensional array of radiopaque septa separated by alu-

minum or fiber spacers that support septa (such ASGs are

referred as 1DASG in the rest of the text). 1DASGs typically

provide a factor of 2 to 5 reduction in SPR values, and subse-

quently improve CT number accuracy and reduce image arti-

facts. Moreover, bow tie (BT) filters were also employed in

CBCT, and they were shown to reduce scatter fraction in sec-

tions of the object close to the CBCT isocenter.5,10–13 While

such scatter suppression devices help to reduce relative scat-

ter intensity, residual scatter reaching the FPD is still high

enough to deteriorate CBCT image quality. Scatter correction

methods, which refers to correcting the effects of scatter after
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its detection by the image receptor, are often employed to cor-

rect the residual scatter.14–24 Generally, both of these

approaches have been used together in CBCT systems for

radiation therapy. However, the improvement in image quality

is not at the desired level to achieve highly accurate CT num-

bers or improved visualization of low contrast objects.25–28

To improve scatter suppression in CBCT, 2DASGs may be

a viable alternative to 1DASGs, since two-dimensional septa

can potentially provide better scatter rejection performance

than one-dimensional septa employed in 1DASGs. With

recent advances in advanced manufacturing methods,

2DASGs were introduced for mammography,29 breast

tomosynthesis,30 and multidetector CT (MDCT).31,32 These

2DASGs were fabricated using lithographic techniques, and

composed of copper (for mammography) or tungsten infused

polymer (for tomosynthesis and MDCT) to achieve low sep-

tal thickness, high radio-opacity, and geometric accuracy of

the 2D grid. Moreover, due to the self-supporting structure of

a 2D grid, interseptal spacers were eliminated in 2DASGs,

which may help to improve 2DASGs’ primary transmission

properties.

To assess the feasibility of 2DASGs in the context of

CBCT imaging, we designed and fabricated a 2DASG proto-

type to be employed in a linac mounted CBCT system. In

contrast with 2DASGs cited above, our prototype was fabri-

cated from pure tungsten using laser sintering based additive

manufacturing methods. In this work, we evaluated its scatter

and primary transmission characteristics under various imag-

ing conditions, and compared it with a standard 1DASG

employed in a clinical CBCT system. Additionally, we

assessed the impact of transmission characteristics on the

SNR improvement in projection images.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. 2DASG prototype

The 2DASG prototype was composed of a rectangular

array of square, through-holes, separated by tungsten septa

(Fig. 1). To minimize the shadow of septa in projection

images, through-holes were aligned, or focused, in two

dimensions toward the x-ray source, and focusing geometry

was matched to TrueBeam’s “half-fan” CBCT geometry (Var-

ian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA). It was composed

of two, 2 cm wide by 20 cm long modules, and they were

glued together to achieve 2 9 40 cm2 coverage on the FPD

plane. 2DASG has a grid pitch of 2.91 mm, grid height of

23 mm, and a septal thickness of 0.1 mm, resulting in a grid

FIG. 1. Pictures of a 2 9 20 cm2 2DASG prototype, and the illustration of 2DASG. As better seen in the illustration, each grid hole has a unique slant, or angle,

such that they are aligned toward the focal spot in half-fan CBCTgeometry.
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ratio of 8.2 (i.e., the ratio of grid height to through-hole

width). 2DASG was fabricated using the Powder Bed Laser

Melting (PBLM) process, and it was manufactured by Smit

R€ontgen (Best, the Netherlands). PBLM process is similar to

direct metal laser sintering,33 where a computer guided laser

beam driven by the CAD model of the ASG traces and melts

the tungsten powder that is placed on a built platform. The

grid structure is built on a layer-by-layer basis by lowering the

platform, adding a new layer of tungsten powder, and repeat-

ing the laser melting process.

2.B. Experimental setup and data acquisition

Experiments were performed using the CBCT system in a

Varian TrueBeam STx linac. The CBCT system utilizes a

PaxScan 4030CB FPD (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto,

CA, USA) with an imaging area of 40 9 30 cm2, and a GS-

1542 x-ray tube (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA,

USA). In all experiments, half-fan CBCT geometry (also

known as offset detector geometry) was utilized (Fig. 2),

where the center of FPD was shifted by 16 cm in the trans-

verse direction with respect to imaging isocenter. Thus, the

projected location of the beam’s central axis (CAX) was

4 cm from the short edge of the FPD as indicated in Fig. 2.

Projected location of CAX was simply referred as “CAX” in

the rest of the text. In all experiments, central 2 9 40 cm2

section of the FPD was exposed to x-rays, and this section

was referred as “measurement area” in the rest of text. The

remainder of the FPD was covered with 3.2 mm thick lead

sheet that blocked 99.7% of the primary beam. TrueBeam

CBCT system comes with a focused, radiographic ASG

(1DASG), that was composed of a 1D array of fiber inter-

spaced lead septa. It has a grid ratio of 10, line rate of 60 l/

cm, and septal thickness of 0.036 mm. In experiments with

the 2DASG, 1DASG was removed, and the 2DASG was

directly mounted on the protective cover of the FPD. Three

different ASG configurations were evaluated: (a) Without

ASG (NO ASG) (b) With 1DASG, (i.e., the standard ASG in

TrueBeam CBCT) (c) With 2DASG.

To modulate primary and scatter intensity, 30 9 30 cm2

acrylic slab phantoms were employed (Table I), and they

placed on the carbon-fiber treatment couch. The x-ray source

was positioned at “0” degree gantry angle, such that the cen-

tral axis of the x-ray beam was orthogonal to the couch sur-

face. As described further in Section 2.D, scatter intensity

was measured using lead beam stops, and they were placed

between the phantom and the x-ray tube. To better visualize

the spatial variations in scatter intensity, beam stop measure-

ments were performed at three different locations (at CAX,

10 and 20 cm lateral to CAX) as indicated by red circles in

the detector plane.

All imaging experiments were performed at 125 kVp beam

energy and with 0.9 mm thick built-in titanium beam filter.

The x-ray tube was operated in pulsed mode, and tube current

and pulse duration were adjusted to achieve sufficient signal

intensity in images without saturating the FPD. As the mea-

surement of scatter and primary signals assume linear and zero

offset relationship between pixel values and absorbed energy,

deviations from this assumption may bias scatter and primary

signal measurements. In our preliminary investigations, we

observed that pixel values could deviate from linearity more

than 10%, when detector entrance exposure was below

0.01 mR/frame. To reduce the effect of nonlinear pixel

response, detector entrance exposure was kept at a minimum of

0.1 mR/frame for 10–30 cm thick phantoms, where deviation

of pixel values from linearity was 2%. With 40 cm thick phan-

tom, detector entrance exposure was 0.05 mR/frame, where

deviation from linearity was less than 5%.

The CBCT system comes with a built-in monitor chamber

placed on the x-ray tube exit window; the output of the
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FIG. 2. (Left) Side view of the experimental setup. Red circles correspond to measurement points, and they are located at CAX, 10 cm, and 20 cm off-axis from

CAX at detector plane. (Right) Beam eye view of the FPD. 2 9 40 cm2 wide “measurement area” of the FPD is shown in gray. Rest of the FPD was covered with

Pb sheet.
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monitor chamber was used to normalize the image signal in

projections due to changes in mAs settings and temporal vari-

ations in tube output. The FPD was operated at 2 9 2 pixel

binning mode (i.e., pixel size: 0.388 mm). For each measure-

ment, 50 frames were acquired, offset and flat field corrected,

corrected for tube output variations, and averaged to reduce

image noise. Corrected and averaged images were used in

extraction of primary and scatter intensities as described in

Sections 2.C and 2.D

2.C. Measurement of primary transmission

For primary transmission measurements, phantoms and

the couch between the x-ray source and FPD/ASG assembly

were removed (Experiment setup 1 in Table I), and two image

sets were acquired: one with and one without an ASG. The

ratio of images acquired with and without ASG yielded the

primary transmission map. Average primary transmission

fraction, (TP), was obtained by averaging the values within a

1.6 9 1.6 cm2 region of interest (ROI) in the primary trans-

mission map,

TP ¼
Iðwith ASGÞ

Iðwithout ASGÞ
� 100 (1)

where I is the average of pixel values within the predefined

ROI. The center of the ROI was centered across the short

edge (2 cm) of the measurement area, and shifted along the

long edge (40 cm) to calculate TP as a function of ROI loca-

tion along the measurement area.

Since FPD pixels underneath the 2DASG’s septa receive

lower intensity of primary x-rays, primary transmission varies

spatially on a pixel-by-pixel basis, which was not reflected in

TP values. To evaluate this variation, primary transmission

values extracted from the primary transmission map were

presented in cumulative histograms, referred as primary

transmission histograms (PTH).

2.D. Measurement of scatter transmission fraction
and scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR)

For scatter intensity measurements, 3.2 mm thick, disc

shaped Pb beam stops were mounted on a thin acrylic plate,

between the phantom and the x-ray focal spot (Fig. 3). Beam

stops attenuated 99.7% of the primary beam, and the signal

intensity in the beam stop shadow yielded the scatter inten-

sity. In each beam stop shadow, a circular region of interest

(ROI) was selected with a radius half of beam-stop shadow’s

radius, and average scatter intensity, IS, was calculated by

averaging the pixel values within ROI. To keep the radii of

beam stop shadows consistent across all scatter intensity

measurements, the beam stop tray was placed at 85 cm from

the x-ray focal spot. This way, magnification of beam stop

shadows were kept constant at the detector plane.

For Scatter-to-Primary ratio (SPR) measurements, two sets

of images were acquired at each experiment setup (Setups 2–

4 in Table I), one with and one without beam stops. SPR was

calculated using following,

SPR ¼
IS

IPþS � IS
(2)

IS was obtained from images with beam stops as described

above, whereas scatter plus primary intensity, IP+S, was

obtained by averaging the image signal at the same ROI loca-

tion in images acquired without beam stops. To quantify the

scatter suppression difference between the 1D and 2DASGs,

SPR reduction factor was calculated, which was the ratio of

SPRs measured with 1D and 2DASGs.

TABLE I. Experiment setups used during primary and scatter transmission

measurements.

Setups Phantom thickness (cm) Air gap (cm) BT filter

Setup 1 No object N/A No

Setup 2 0–40 20 No

Setup 3 20 20 and 35 No

Setup 4 20 20 Yes
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FIG. 3. SPR (a) and TS (b) values for 20 and 40 cm thick phantoms were plotted as a function of beam stop diameter. Linear fits were used to extrapolate SPR

and TS values to “0” beam stop diameter. Measurement were performed at 10 cm from CAX, and using Experiment Setup 2 in Table I.
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Scatter Transmission fraction, Ts, is the fraction of scatter

intensity transmitted through an ASG, and it is a key metric

in quantifying the scatter suppression performance of ASGs.

Ts was calculated using the following,

TS ¼
ISðwith ASGÞ

ISðwithout ASGÞ
� 100 (3)

where IS was obtained from images acquired with and with-

out ASG in place.

As the beam stop size affects scatter intensity, SPR and

TS measurements were performed using four different

diameter beam stops (their diameters were 3.5, 7.2, 10.5,

and 13.6 mm at the detector plane), and they were linearly

extrapolated to “0” beam stop diameter by using least

squares polynomial fitting.34–36 In the Results section, SPR

and TS values at “0” beam stop diameter, and their stan-

dard errors were presented. An example of measured SPR

and Ts values versus beam stop diameter was shown in

Fig. 3. The data were measured using 20 and 40 cm thick

phantoms. Y-axis intercepts of linear fits yielded “0” beam

stop diameter SPR and Ts values.

The effect of air gap on SPR and Ts was evaluated using

20 and 35 cm air gaps, and 20 cm thick phantom (Experiment

setup 3 in Table I). Air gap was the distance between the bot-

tom surface of the treatment couch and the FPD plane. The

effect of half-fan BT filter was evaluated using 20 cm thick

phantom and 20 cm air gap (Experiment setup 4 in Table I).

2.E. Improvement in signal to noise ratio

Improvement of low contrast object visualization in CBCT

images is important as high scatter fraction degrades signal

to noise ratio (SNR) in CBCT projections, and subsequently

affects low contrast visualization in CBCT images.1 The

methodology to evaluate the effect of ASGs on SNR has been

developed by several authors in the past,35,37–39 and it has

been utilized in the context of CBCT.7,8,10 SNR for a contrast

object is defined as

SNR ¼
cP

ðPþ SÞ0:5
(4)

where P is primary intensity, S is scatter intensity, and c is a

multiplicative factor that defines the primary intensity differ-

ence, cP, between the contrast object and the uniform back-

ground.35 In evaluation of ASG’s impact on SNR, SNR

improvement rather than the SNR value by itself, has been

assessed.10,39 Thus, SNR improvement factor, KSNR, was

employed in our study, which is the ratio of SNR with ASG

to SNR without ASG. KSNR was calculated as,35

KSNR ¼
TPð1þ SPRÞ0:5

ðTP þ TSSPRÞ
0:5

(5)

where SPR was measured without ASG. KSNR more than 1

indicates that the use of ASG increases SNR with respect to

SNR without an ASG at a given SPR value, whereas KSNR

less than 1 indicates that the ASG reduces the SNR. KSNR for

both ASGs were calculated from measured SPR, TS, and TP

values described in Sections 2.C and 2.D.

2.F. Demonstration of low contrast object
visualization

To demonstrate the improvement in CNR in projection

images, a low contrast phantom was fabricated by drilling an

array of five holes in 2.5 cm thick acrylic phantom. Holes

were 0.6 cm in diameter and their depth varied from 2.5 to

0.5 cm in 0.5 cm increments. Contrast phantom was placed

directly on the treatment couch, and phantom thickness was

increased to 20 and 40 cm by adding acrylic slabs. This way,

the contrast object magnification was kept constant at differ-

ent phantom thicknesses. With each grid configuration, two

image sequences were acquired, one with and one without

the contrast phantom. The sequence without the contrast

phantom was used for flat field correction of the contrast

phantom images. CNR for the highest contrast object was

calculated using the following,

CNR ¼
jC � Bj

1
2
ðrC þ rBÞ

(6)

where C and B are the mean pixel values in ROIs located in

the contrast object and background, respectively, rC and rB

are their corresponding standard deviations. For each experi-

ment setup, mean and standard deviation of CNR was calcu-

lated over 50 image frames. To demonstrate the effect of

exposure on CNR, phantom images were acquired at two dif-

ferent exposure levels. Detector entrance exposure was mea-

sured using a RaySafe Solo exposure meter (Unfors RaySafe,

Cleveland, OH, USA), placed above the ASG/FPD assembly.

3. RESULTS

3.A. Primary transmission

Figure 4(a) shows a section of the primary transmission

map of the 2DASG, where brighter and darker regions corre-

spond to through-holes and septa of the 2DASG, indicating

higher and lower primary transmission values, respectively.

The orange square shows an ROI that was used for calcula-

tion of Tp. Tp as a function of ROI location along the mea-

surement area is shown in Fig. 4(b). The mean (and standard

deviation) of Tp across all ROI locations were 70.6 � 0.2%

and 84.7 � 0.4% for 1D and 2DASG respectively. A slight

reduction in 2DASG’s Tp is visible at 20 cm. This location

corresponds to the abutment surface of the two 2DASG mod-

ules, where the septal thickness was doubled (i.e., 0.2 mm).

Thus, ROIs that included the location of the abutment surface

had relatively lower TP values.

To better quantify the variation in primary transmission,

cumulative primary transmission histograms (PTH) were

calculated [Fig. 4(c)]. For 1D and 2DASGs, minimum-maxi-

mum pixel specific primary transmission values were

68.3%–72% and 32.5%–99.1% respectively. Although, FPD

pixels underneath the 2DASG’s septa received low primary
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transmission, the percentage of such pixels was relatively

small; 97.2% of the pixels received 50% or higher primary

transmission with 2DASG [arrow 1 shown in Fig. 4(c)]. 75%

of pixels received 72% or higher primary transmission with

2DASG (arrow 2), which was the maximum primary trans-

mission value measured with 1DASG. Finally, 57% of the

pixels received 90% or more primary transmission with

2DASG (arrow 3).

3.B. Scatter to primary ratio (SPR)

SPR values as a function of phantom thickness and ASG

configuration were measured using Experiment Setup 2

(Table I), and results are shown in Fig. 5. As SPR values did

not vary considerably across measurement points, only the

results at 10 cm from CAX were summarized below, and in

Table II. SPR without ASG increased from 1.11 to 8.44 as a

function of increasing phantom thickness, and 1DASG

reduced the SPR range to 0.45–2.71. 2DASG further reduced

SPR range to 0.16–0.46. When compared to 1DASG, 2DASG

provided a factor of 2.81 to 5.89 reduction in SPR, and SPR

reduction by 2DASG was more pronounced at larger phan-

tom thicknesses.

The effect of air gap on SPR was evaluated using Experi-

ment Setup 3 (Table I). SPR was reduced for all ASG config-

urations when the air gap was increased from 20 cm to

35 cm [Fig. 6(a)]. At 10 cm from CAX, SPRs with 1D and

2DASG were reduced from 0.96 to 0.67, and from 0.27 to

0.21 respectively (Table III). At 35 cm air gap, 2DASG pro-

vided a factor of 3.19 lower SPR than 1DASG.
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The effect of BT filter on SPR varied spatially in all ASG

configurations [Fig. 6(b)]; SPR was reduced within 10 cm of

CAX, and increased at 20 cm away from CAX. In SPR

reduction performance comparisons of both ASGs, 2DASG

continued to provide lower SPR values with respect to

1DASG (Table IV). For example, at 10 cm from CAX, SPRs

with 1D and 2DASGs were 0.68 and 0.18, respectively. SPR

reduction factors provided by 2DASG were 3.78 and 6.24 at

10 and 20 cm from CAX respectively.

3.C. Scatter transmission fraction (TS)

TS as a function of phantom thickness was measured using

Experiment Setup 2, and results are shown in Fig. 7. At any

given phantom thickness and ASG configuration, TS values

varied less than 2% across all measurement points. TS for

both ASGs were reduced as phantom thickness increased

indicating better scatter suppression performance at large

phantom thicknesses. At 10 cm from CAX, TS of 1D and

2DASGs were in the range 21.3–29.1% and 4.6–14% respec-

tively (Table V). When compared to 1DASG, reduction in TS

with 2DASG was more pronounced at larger phantom

thicknesses.

As shown in Fig. 8(a), TS increased as air gap increased

from 20 to 35 cm for both ASGs, indicating that scatter sup-

pression efficiency was reduced at larger air gaps. At 10 cm

from CAX, relative increase in Ts was 18% and 25% for 1D

and 2DASGs respectively. 2DASG still provided lower Ts

with respect to 1DASG (Table VI).

In contrast with SPR, TS measured with BT filter did not

exhibit large variations across the three measurement points

[Fig. 8(b)], and BT filter did not make a large impact on TS;

TS increased slightly at CAX, and reduced monotonically fur-

ther away from CAX with BT filter in place. TS values mea-

sured with BT filter were within 1–3% of the values

measured without BT filter. 2DASG continued to provide

lower Ts values with respect to 1DASG (Table VII).

3.D. SNR improvement factor

KSNR was calculated for all measurement points, and all

experiment setups (See Table I), and it was plotted as a func-

tion of SPR without ASG (Fig. 9). Data points were fitted

using cubic polynomials to visualize the trends (blue and red

lines). When compared to 1DASG, 2DASG provided higher

KSNR values across the range of SPRs investigated in this

study, and SNR improvement provided by 2DASG was more

emphasized particularly at high SPR conditions. For example,

at SPR of 8.7, KSNR achieved by 1DASG was 1.38, whereas

2DASG provided KSNR of 2.34, indicating a KSNR increase

by a factor of 1.7 with respect to 1DASG. Change in air gap

and presence of BT filter did not make any large difference in

KSNR trends. When SPR was 1.1 or below, KSNR of 1DASG

was less than 1, indicating that SNR was degraded with

respect to SNR without ASG. For 2DASG, transition from

SNR improvement to SNR degradation occurred (i.e., KSNR

below 1) at SPR of 0.27. At SPR of 0, KSNR of 1D and

2DASGs were 0.84 and 0.92, respectively, which implies that

degradation of SNR was less with 2DASG in the absence of

scatter.

3.E. Low contrast object visualization

Projection images of the contrast phantom are shown in

Fig. 10. At a given phantom thickness and detector entrance

exposure, all images are displayed at the same gray scale

TABLE II. SPR values as a function of phantom thickness at 10 cm from

CAX point.

Phantom

thickness (cm)

SPR SPR

reduction

factorNOASG 1DASG 2DASG

10 1.11 � 0.04 0.45 � 0.01 0.16 � 0.01 2.81

20 2.64 � 0.09 0.96 � 0.02 0.27 � 0.02 3.56

30 4.80 � 0.20 1.54 � 0.01 0.34 � 0.03 4.53

40 8.44 � 0.18 2.71 � 0.03 0.46 � 0.06 5.89
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FIG. 6. (a) The effect of air gap on SPR as a function of measurement locations. (b) The effect of BT filter on SPR as a function of measurement locations.
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window “width”, whereas gray scale window “level” was set

to the mean pixel value of the background in each image. At

20 cm phantom thickness and at both exposure levels, all

contrast objects were clearly visible due to relatively high

CNR with all grid configurations. At 40 cm phantom thick-

ness, contrast visualization with NOASG was clearly inferior

with respect to 1D and 2DASG. When the entrance exposure

was reduced from 0.05 mR/frame to 0.025 mR/frame, con-

trast visualization was lower with all grid configurations,

however, 2D ASG still provided better contrast visibility than

1D and NOASG configurations.

CNR values for the highest contrast object (left most

object) are shown in Table VIII. At 20 cm phantom thick-

ness, 2D ASG provided at least a factor of 1.3 higher CNR

with respect to 1D and NOASG. CNR difference between

1DASG and NOASG was minimal, indicating that the utility

of 1DASG in improving CNR was not significant at 20 cm

thickness. At 40 cm phantom thickness, CNR provided by

2DASG was at least a factor of 1.9 and 1.4 higher, with

respect to NOASG and 1DASG respectively. While CNRs

were lower at half the entrance exposure, CNR ratios of dif-

ferent grid configurations were reduced only slightly by the

change in exposure levels.

4. DISCUSSION

We developed a 2DASG prototype aimed for CBCT sys-

tems in radiation therapy, and evaluated its x-ray transmission

characteristics. As shown in Section 3.A, 2DASG prototype

provided about 20% higher primary transmission on the aver-

age than the 1DASG installed in the clinical CBCT system.

There are multiple factors that explain the higher average pri-

mary transmission provided by the 2DASG. First, due to the

self-supporting structure of the 2D grid, interseptal spacers

are not needed, whereas fiber spacers used between septa of

1DASG attenuate the primary beam. The second factor is the

effect of grid geometry on primary transmission. The 2DASG

has a large grid pitch (2.91 mm) with respect to its septal

thickness (0.1 mm) which leads to a relatively small footprint

on the FPD;40 the area covered by the 2DASG’s tungsten

septa constitutes less than 7% of the FPD’s imaging area. On

the other hand, 1DASG has a relatively small pitch

(0.167 mm) with respect to its septal thickness (0.036 mm),

and hence, its footprint covers about 21% of the FPD’s imag-

ing area. Another factor that affects primary transmission is

the suboptimal geometry and focusing of ASG’s septa.

Nonuniformities in septal thickness and deviations of septa

from ideal focusing geometry increase the shadow of septa in

projections, and subsequently, reduce primary transmission.

Geometric accuracy of 1D and 2DASGs’ septa cannot be

measured directly in projection images (due to the small sep-

tal thickness with respect to FPD pixel size), and therefore,

its impact on primary transmission was not assessed in this

study. However, spatial variations in ASG’s geometric accu-

racy can be evaluated via observing spatial variations in TP.

Standard deviation of TP was 0.2% and 0.4% for 1D and

2DASGs, respectively, while their mean TP values were

70.6% (1DASG) and 84.7% (2DASG). Such a small variation

in TP indicates that the geometric accuracy of both ASGs was

uniform across the measurement area. While 2DASG pro-

vided higher “average” primary transmission, pixel specific

primary transmission varied between 32.5% and 99.1% due

to the 2DASG’s shadow in projections; FPD pixels that were

underneath the 2DASG’s septa received less primary beam

with respect to pixels at the center of grid holes, as visualized

in Fig. 4(a). With 1DASG, the variation in pixel specific pri-

mary transmission was less than 4%, which was mainly due

to its smaller septal pitch with respect to the FPD’s pixel

pitch. Although, 2DASG provided lower primary transmis-

sion to a fraction of pixels, the percentage of such pixels was

relatively small (2.8% of FPD pixels received less than 50%

primary transmission), and 75% of pixels still received more

primary transmission than the maximum pixel specific pri-

mary transmission provided by 1DASG.

From scatter suppression point of view, 2DASG provided

significantly better performance for all evaluated imaging

conditions. When compared to the 1DASG, measured

2DASG SPRs were lower by a factor of 3–6. While both

ASGs provided better scatter suppression for larger object

thicknesses, 2DASG provided better scatter rejection than

1DASG particularly at larger phantom thicknesses, as indi-

cated by 2DASG’s lower TS values. Engel et al. has also

observed and explained this trend in Monte Carlo

TABLE III. SPR values as a function of air gap at 10 cm from CAX.

Air gap

(cm)

SPR
SPR reduction

factorNOASG 1DASG 2DASG

20 2.64 � 0.09 0.96 � 0.02 0.27 � 0.02 3.56

35 1.53 � 0.02 0.67 � 0.01 0.21 � 0.01 3.19

TABLE IV. SPR values as a function of BT filter status at 10 and 20 cm from CAX.

Measurement location BT filter status

SPR

SPR reduction factorNOASG 1DASG 2DASG

10 cm from CAX No 2.64 � 0.09 0.96 � 0.02 0.27 � 0.02 3.56

10 cm from CAX Yes 1.82 � 0.02 0.68 � 0.02 0.18 � 0.01 3.78

20 cm from CAX No 2.62 � 0.07 1.04 � 0.02 0.23 � 0.01 4.52

20 cm from CAX Yes 5.3 � 0.12 1.81 � 0.15 0.29 � 0.01 6.24
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simulations:41 At larger object thicknesses, multiple Compton

scattered x-rays constitute a larger percentage of the total

scatter intensity, and their angular distribution is broader (i.e.,

less forward directed).6,41,42 When compared to 1DASG, a

2DASG is more effective in stopping scattered x-rays with

broader angular distributions due to its septa in two direc-

tions. On the other hand, for thinner objects, angular distribu-

tion of scatter is more forward directed, and scatter is less

likely to be stopped by the 2DASG. While 1DASG is also

less effective rejecting forward directed scatter in the direc-

tion orthogonal to its septa, its performance in the direction

parallel to its septa does not change as a function of object

thickness or angular distribution of scatter.

When the air gap was increased from 20 to 35 cm, SPR

was reduced for all ASG configurations. Reduction in SPR

was due to the relative reduction in scatter intensity, since

smaller percentage of scattered x-rays reaches the FPD as air

gap increases.7,39,43 On the other hand, scatter rejection per-

formance of both ASGs deteriorated at increased air gap, as

indicated by the increase in TS values at 35 cm air gap. This

observation is in agreement with other published reports;6,8

as the air gap increases, the angular distribution of scatter is

less broad, and scattered radiation is less likely to be stopped

by ASG’s septa. Hence, TS increases as air gap increases.

BT filter is often used during imaging of objects with cir-

cular or elliptical cross-sections, and it reduces the spatial

variation in exposure incident on the detector. Moreover, BT

filter reduces SPR in the central sections (corresponding to

thinner BT filter section), and increases SPR in peripheral
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FIG. 7. TS as a function of phantom thickness at three measurement points.

TABLE V. TS as a function of phantom thickness at 10 cm from CAX.

Phantom thickness (cm)

TS

1DASG 2DASG

10 29.1 � 0.1% 14.0 � 0.7%

20 25.6 � 0.1% 8.8 � 0.7%

30 22.2 � 0.2% 5.7 � 0.3%

40 21.3 � 0.2% 4.6 � 0.3%
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sections of the reconstructed image (corresponding to thicker

BT filter section). Such spatial SPR modulation by BT filter

was observed previously with NOASG and 1D ASG configu-

rations.5,12,44 Our aim in this study was to evaluate whether

the use of BT filter in conjunction with 2DASG caused simi-

lar spatial variations in SPR. Our observations with NOASG

and 1DASG were qualitatively in agreement with the litera-

ture.5,13 We observed a similar spatial SPR modulation pat-

tern with 2DASG, albeit it was less emphasized. The effect of

BT filter on the scatter suppression performance of 1D and

2DASGs was less pronounced, as indicated by the relatively

small difference in TS values measured with and without BT

filter.

Numerous studies have established that reduced scatter

fraction in CBCT projections translates into improved CT

number accuracy and reduced image artifacts.1,5–7,10,45 Thus,

we expect that improved scatter suppression performance of

2DASG is likely to increase the CT number accuracy and

reduce scatter-induced artifacts with respect to CBCT images

acquired with 1DASG. Beside improvement in CT number

accuracy, another area of interest is the improvement of low

contrast resolution. While ASGs reduce scatter intensity, and

have a positive effect on improving SNR, they also reduce

primary intensity, that deteriorates SNR and contrast resolu-

tion. In addition to the transmission characteristics of the

ASG, relative intensity of scatter, or SPR, incident on the

FPD determines the level of SNR improvement or degrada-

tion with the use of ASG. Several studies have reported that

conventional 1DASGs reduced SNR and contrast resolution

in low to medium scatter intensity environments, where SPR

was below 1–2. In our study, SNR degradation with 1DASG

(i.e., KSNR < 1) occurred at SPR values below 1.1, and this

result was in agreement with the literature.5,7,8 Since SPR for

various anatomical sites is generally less than two, the role of

1DASGs in SNR improvement is typically limited to high

SPR imaging conditions, such as CBCT imaging of pelvis or

abdomen.5–8

Across the SPR range investigated in this study, SNR

improvement with 2DASG was higher than 1DASG by a

factor of up to 1.7. At higher SPR values, lower scatter

transmission by 2DASG plays an important role in SNR

improvement, as scatter constitutes a large percentage of

the total image signal and noise in projections acquired

without ASG. At lower SPR values (e.g., SPR < 1), higher

primary transmission by 2DASG becomes a more dominant

factor in SNR improvement, as the scatter intensity consti-

tutes a smaller faction of the total x-ray intensity incident

on the FPD. At lower SPR values, SNR improvement by

1DASG is penalized by its lower primary transmission and

higher scatter transmission. For example, at 20 cm phantom

thickness, SNR improvement by 1DASG was only 1.1

(Fig. 9), whereas 2DASG provided a factor of 1.5 improve-

ment in SNR. For the 1DASG case, the benefit of scatter

suppression was almost washed out by the increased noise

due to 1DASG’s relatively low primary transmission. The

role of higher primary transmission is particularly evident

at “0” SPR condition, where SNR improvement is solely

determined by the primary transmission characteristics of

an ASG. At “0” SPR (Fig. 9), KSNR of 1D and 2DASGs

were 0.84 and 0.92 respectively. As a combined effect of

both lower scatter and higher primary transmission,

2DASG provided SNR improvement at SPR values down

to 0.27. Therefore, the 2DASG may potentially improve

contrast resolution in a larger range of SPR conditions with

respect to conventional 1DASGs. Improvement in low con-

trast object visualization and measured CNR improvement

factors supported our findings in the SNR improvement

study.

TABLE VI. TS as a function of air gap at 10 cm from CAX.

Air gap (cm)

TS

1DASG 2DASG

20 25.6 � 0.1% 8.8 � 0.7%

35 30.2 � 0.3% 11.1 � 0.2%

TABLE VII. TS as a function of BT filter status at 10 and 20 cm from CAX.

Measurement location BT filter status

TS

1DASG 2DASG

10 cm from CAX No 25.6 � 0.1% 8.8 � 0.7%

10 cm from CAX Yes 26.2 � 0.3% 8.9 � 0.6%

20 cm from CAX No 27.4 � 0.1% 9.1 � 0.1%

20 cm from CAX Yes 25.1 � 0.5% 5.9 � 0.5%
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FIG. 9. SNR improvement factors, KSNR, as a function of SPR without ASG.

KSNR were calculated for all measurement points and experiment setups (See
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ize trends in KSNR.
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Our study employed a 1DASG with a grid ratio of 10, as it

was the ASG installed in the clinical TrueBeam CBCT sys-

tem. While this is a typical grid ratio for commonly utilized

1DASGs, 1DASGs with grid ratios above 15 have been devel-

oped in recent years. Such ASGs may provide improved scat-

ter suppression and SNR performance in CBCT imaging. For

example, Wiegert et al.8 investigated a 1DASG with a grid

ratio of 27, and showed that TS was a factor 2–3 lower with

respect to a 1DASG with a grid ratio of 10. However, SNR

improvement with high grid ratio was worse, except in high

scatter imaging conditions (e.g., SPR > 5), which was attrib-

uted to poor primary transmission characteristics of the ASG.

Stankovic et al.46 employed a 1DASG with grid ratio of 21 in

a linac mounted CBCT system. They have shown that both

CT number accuracy and contrast to noise ratio (CNR) was

improved in a wide range of scatter conditions with respect to

CBCT images acquired without ASG. Fetterly and Schueler

investigated a similar 1DASG for digital radiography.47 They

reported a factor 2–3 lower TS and comparable TP with

respect to 1DASGs with moderate grid ratios, and better

SNR improvement in a wide range of scatter conditions.

Comparison of 2DASGs with such high grid ratio 1DASGs is

an area remains to be investigated.

One of the challenges in implementation of 2DASGs in

CBCT is the correction of its septal shadow, or footprint, in

projections. If not addressed properly, spatial variations in

image intensity may likely to lead to ring artifacts in recon-

structed images. Moreover, variations in image intensity may

also lead to spatially nonuniform image noise in reconstruc-

tions. Similar challenges have been faced in utilization of

2DASGs in breast tomosynthesis,30 and nonlinear grid recip-

rocation schemes have been implemented to blur the ASG’s

footprint by moving the ASG at high frequency during x-ray

exposure.48 A similar approach was also utilized for cross-

hatched ASGs in mammography.29 Moreover, image post

processing based correction algorithms were developed for

1DASGs that exploit the periodicity of septa footprint to sup-

press ASG’s footprint in projections.49–51 Such post

Phantom thickness and detector entrance exposure 

20 cm 40 cm

0.110 mR 0.050 mR

NO ASG

1D ASG

2D ASG

0.055 mR 0.025 mR

NO ASG

1D ASG

2D ASG

FIG. 10. Images of the low contrast phantom for all grid configurations. At each phantom thickness, images were acquired at two different entrance exposures.

Images at a given phantom thickness and exposure have the same display window width.

TABLE VIII. CNRs and CNR ratios for the highest contrast object in Fig. 10.

Phantom thickness Entrance exposure (mR)

CNR CNR ratios

NOASG 1DASG 2DASG 1DASG/NOASG 2DASG/NOASG 2DASG/1DASG

20 0.11 14.4 � 0.5 15.3 � 0.4 19.9 � 0.6 1.06 1.38 1.3

20 0.055 10.1 � 0.4 10.8 � 0.3 14.0 � 0.5 1.07 1.39 1.3

40 0.05 2.8 � 0.2 4.0 � 0.2 5.6 � 0.2 1.43 2 1.4

40 0.025 2.1 � 0.2 2.7 � 0.2 3.9 � 0.2 1.3 1.86 1.44
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processing approaches may as well be implemented in the

context of 2DASGs. Additionally, correction of 2DASG’s

septal shadow can be further challenged in the presence of

gantry flex: As the CBCT gantry rotates, support arms that

hold the FPD and x-ray tube flex, and the position of x-ray

focal point changes in relation to FPD/2DASG assembly dur-

ing CBCT scan. As a result, the shadow of the 2D ASG pro-

jects to different locations in the FPD as a function of gantry

rotation. To address this problem, a gantry angle-specific flat

field correction method was developed for 1D ASGs;46,52

since the magnitude and direction of gantry flex is generally

reproducible as a function of gantry angle,53,54 each projec-

tion of the CBCT scan is flat field corrected by using flat

field calibration data previously acquired at a similar gantry

angle. We believe that this approach may potentially be

employed for 2D ASGs to minimize the grid artifacts intro-

duced by gantry flex.

Another potential concern is the fragility and strength of

the 2DASGs. As the grid septa are only 0.1 mm thick,

extra care was given during handling of 2DASGs to mini-

mize generation of local stress points on the grid and to

reduce the risk of damaging septa. While we have not

tested the strength of the prototype, the 2DASG remained

intact during routine mounting – dismounting of the grid

assembly on the FPD.

Although the proposed 2DASG was aimed toward CBCT

applications, 2DASG may also be employed in conventional

2D fluoroscopy to improve low contrast structure visualiza-

tion. However, several challenges have to be addressed;

2DASG’s septa is designed to match the beam divergence for

a given fixed source-detector geometry, whereas in fluo-

roscopy, source to detector distance (SDD) is often adjusted

on a patient specific basis. Varying the SDD will lead to sub-

optimal alignment of septa with beam divergence, and pri-

mary transmission will be further reduced, subsequently

reducing potential improvements in CNR. As the shape and

intensity of septal shadows will vary as a function of SDD,

correction of 2DASG’s footprint may be more difficult, or

require a different correction approach.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A novel prototype 2DASG was developed and its x-ray

transmission properties were evaluated in half-fan geometry

of a linac mounted CBCT system. When compared to a con-

ventional 1DASG, 2DASG reduced SPRs by a factor of 3–6,

while providing 19% higher primary transmission on the

average. Our results show scatter suppression advantage of

2DASG was maintained at increased air gap and with bow tie

filter in place. Lower SPR values achieved with 2DASG may

potentially translate into reduced image artifacts and

improved CT number accuracy in CBCT. In addition, when

compared to 1DASG, 2DASG improved SNR in projections

in a wide range of SPRs due to its higher primary transmis-

sion and scatter suppression capability. Improved SNR in

projection images may lead to improved contrast resolution

in CBCT images. While 2DASG exhibited better scatter and

primary transmission characteristics, its septal footprint leads

to spatially varying primary transmission in projections that

may cause artifacts in reconstructed images. 2DASG can be a

promising scatter suppression device in improving CBCT

image quality in the future with new developed techniques to

correct its septal footprint.
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